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1). Ok so did the devil create it s self? Or did a serpent eat rotten fruit and then Eve followed.
What happens if a snake eats rotten fruit nothing, what happens if a man does? It gets drunk then
worries about being naked and gets an ego. The fall!
2). All of John is made up; he never said that the Pharisees said it. Why would God be lord of the
living and then this world of life, be in the control of the devil? Do you really underestimate God so
much? Or have you been lied to all your life and made to believe in this creature that created its self
to fight against God. Have a look through the John was a Pharisees and contradictory
points to see what I am saying as it contain blatant lies.
3). Dude I love you bro, and I was the same I had been brainwashed my self about what Christ said,
yet really and this will take a lot of work on your side, you will have to go over all the articles or do
your own research, as almost all of the Pharisee doctrine is incorrect; that means none of the books
of John or Paul are worth mentioning. The reason I say a lot of work, is you alone can go over this to
understand all points I mean. I could probably put many into words for you, yet unless you are aware
what is of Christ and God and what isn t then it is hard to see. You see Christ didn t say he is
God, John does; in fact if you read Christ said he was a prophet and is the son of God, that
may help a bit showing you where the scriptures are.
4). If I do make a point and break it, it is to show all sides of an argument. I myself am balanced just
this I am trying to put forth isn t as a lot is hearsay from past generation to generation.
5). Dude bro, I am the angel in Revelations 10; my name is the new name of Christ and the original
name of the father. Yes I am trying on the net as I felt it would be a good way. Yet in person is far
better and when I say these things to people in reality they are like wow, yet I don t always come
across with the faith and authority I do have to say these things, in words alone. So you will have to
bear with me and I will try my best to put it across to be understood.
6). A point that isn t mentioned in what Yeshua said, is that when he fought against the devil in
the wilderness where did this come from, within his own Ego.
7) You really have to decondition your self from previous believes and start a fresh, look at things in a
unbiased few each time and way things up with logic and love. Wisdom is the key, love is the
answer!
8) Have you seen the Freddy films? It is the fear that, give this whole concept power. Yet for those
who really do know God, you would see how daft it is, (not saying you don t know him, just only
from this perspective of the life we live in) as God made time and controls infinity, example:
You are playing cards with God, and think you have won (devil does) yet God sees the end of the
game as well as the beginning. So when the cards are put down God already knows your hand,
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before they are drawn out of the pack and before the game started. Plus there would be no game if
he hadn t made it. Also he can arrange the cards as the cards are him, so just by knowing he
can make the random become as he needs.
So how can anything beat that or challenge that? Only something that couldn t understand the
infinity, as when you see that, then you realise the game is already finished before it s started.
So there can be no challenger who ever understood heaven and how God views things. As they
would know this already that they can not win. Who can t see this? We can t as we live in a
world of 6th dimension, i.e. matter and gravity as time; we only view linear. 7th is anti matter and you
can roughly see 8th dimension which is infinity on 7th as you are within the spirit realm. So no angel
could ever want to play cards with God, man does as we are daft and live in a fallen world. In other
words we see the matter, yet we don t realise there is up to 13 dimensions, (that I know of God
may know more).
Do you understand what I am trying to say? Saying there is a devil is almost insulting God s
power, how did exist? Oops God made a mistake? No God made the world and said that was good.
From within man we made this force, the more we fight against our self s the more ego we make.
What will try and the world is now is happening mans ego, what has told us we need an Armageddon
war? Us, in fact it says a place in Israel and we changed it. So all along man is the one telling us
these things, why do we have global warming, hurricanes ect, as man needs his big car for his ego
and chop forest for his ego and possessions. Why is there poverty, as one man rips of another for
money and his ego, or we have big companies feeling they are doing something good and giving
poor people jobs? When before the factory came they had farms and where sufficient; after they all
need to work in the factory to keep up with mans ego. Babylon is man is a Baby and wants to make
something to show off his ego.
I pray you can understand what I am trying to say, please make your self like a child and listen to
your original heart, you will see.
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